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Abstract

Conversational Query Reformulation (CQR)
has significantly advanced in addressing the
challenges of conversational search, particu-
larly those stemming from the latent user in-
tent and the need for historical context. Re-
cent works aimed to boost the performance
of CRQ through alignment. However, they
are designed for one specific retrieval system,
which potentially results in poor generaliza-
tion. To overcome this limitation, we present
a novel framework ADACQR. By aligning re-
formulation models with both term-based and
semantic-based retrieval systems, ADACQR
enhances the generalizability of information-
seeking queries across diverse retrieval envi-
ronments through a two-stage training strategy.
We also developed two effective approaches for
acquiring superior labels and diverse input can-
didates, boosting the efficiency and robustness
of the framework. Experimental evaluations on
the TopiOCQA and QReCC datasets demon-
strate that ADACQR significantly outperforms
existing methods, offering both quantitative
and qualitative improvements in conversational
query reformulation.1

1 Introduction

Conversational search extends traditional informa-
tion retrieval paradigms by addressing complex
information-seeking requirements through multi-
turn interactions (Radlinski and Craswell, 2017;
Qu et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2023). A fundamental
challenge in conversational search is to discover
the latent user intent within the current query and
historical context, which complicates the applica-
tion of off-the-shelf retrievers due to issues such
as omissions, ambiguity, and coreference (Anantha
et al., 2021; Adlakha et al., 2022).

* Equal Contribution.
† Corresponding Author.
1 Code and Datasets: https://github.com/init0xyz/

AdaCQR

Tell me about Orca whales.

Are they really whales?

Orcas, or killer whales, are the largest of the dolphins...

Where can go to watch them?

When is a good season for spotting them?

...In fact, they are the largest member of the dolphin family!

...San Juan Islands, Washington...

What time of year is it most appropriate   

to see orcas in the San Juan Islands...?

Reformulation

Model

Reformulation Query

Figure 1: An example of CQR which takes the context
and current query as input and generates a decontextual-
ized query as output.

Existing methods to address this challenge can
be broadly categorized into two types: dense
retriever-based and query reformulation-based. For
dense retrievers-based approaches (Qu et al., 2020;
Lin et al., 2021b; Kim and Kim, 2022; Mo et al.,
2024; Chen et al., 2024), long dialogue contexts
can be effectively grasped while incurring retrain-
ing costs and lacking the adaptability to sparse re-
trieval systems like BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009).
Query reformulation-based approaches leverage a
language model to decontextualize the query of
user into a stand-alone query, a process known
as conversational query reformulation (CQR), as
shown in Figure 1. Previous studies have demon-
strated the effectiveness of CQR (Wu et al., 2022;
Mo et al., 2023a; Ye et al., 2023).

Due to the limitation that the training objectives
do not align with task targets, i.e., minimizing
cross-entropy loss for teacher forcing generation
during training while expecting to maximize re-
trieval metric during inference, subsequent works
have aimed to enhance the performance of CQR
through alignment. In detail, Jang et al. (2023)
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utilize Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR) (Smith and
Eisner, 2006) based on semantic similarity between
the query and gold passage to achieve alignment.
Yoon et al. (2024) create binarized comparisons
based on retriever feedback and optimize the refor-
mulation model via Direct Preference Optimization
(DPO) (Rafailov et al., 2023). They also tackle
the reliance on sub-optimal and costly human-
annotated reformulation labels by using Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) to generate labels via itera-
tive prompting or multi-perspective prompting.

However, previous alignment methods are de-
signed for one specific retrieval system, which may
fail to be generalized to multiple retrieval systems
simultaneously. For an information-seeking query
to generalize well across both sparse and dense
retrieval systems, it must have: (1) precise term
overlap (e.g., the presence of key entities in the
query) and (2) high semantic similarity between
the document and the query (Luan et al., 2021).
Focusing on only one of these aspects would lead
to performance degradation. In addition, previ-
ous works for achieving alignment exhibit stability
issues when using reinforcement learning (Jang
et al., 2023) and require an explicit reference model
(Jang et al., 2023; Yoon et al., 2024).

Therefore, in this paper, we introduce ADACQR,
a novel framework that aligns the training objec-
tive with the task target. In specific, ADACQR
aligns the reformulation model and the retrievers
from both term-based and semantic-based perspec-
tives to achieve strong generalization abilities in
sparse and dense retrieval. Furthermore, to ad-
dress the issues of high complexity and instabil-
ity inherent in MBR (Jang et al., 2023), we em-
ploy a two-stage training strategy to achieve align-
ment (Liu et al., 2022), where the reformulation
model serves both as a generation model using
cross-entropy loss for teacher forcing generation
and a reference-free evaluation model using
contrastive loss.

The framework works as follows: 1) An ad-
vanced generation model is initialized with supe-
rior reformulation labels. Specifically, a few-shot
LLM prompting method is employed inspired by
the principles of contrastive learning (Paranjape
et al., 2021; He et al., 2022) to get superior labels;
2) Unlike previous methods that rely on human
or LLMs annotations, Diverse Beam Search (Vi-
jayakumar et al., 2016) is used to generate multiple
candidates simultaneously. Among the generated
candidates, one oracle candidate exhibits excep-

tional performance, while the remaining candidates
are relatively ranked based on a fusion metric; 3)
We employ a two-stage training, where the reformu-
lation model can be aligned using the contrastive
loss from both term-based and semantic-based per-
spectives.

ADACQR achieves excellent performance on
two widely used conversation search datasets, Topi-
OCQA (Adlakha et al., 2022) and QReCC (Anan-
tha et al., 2021). Notably, ADACQR achieves
the performance comparable to those approaches
fine-tuned on the LLaMA-7B backbone, despite
of utilizing only the T5-base. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate the quantitative and qualitative
improvements of our proposed framework.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose ADACQR to align reformulation
models with term-based and semantic-based
retrievers, simultaneously.

• Two effective approaches are developed: one
to acquire superior labels for generation and
another to gather diverse input candidates for
reference-free evaluation.

• Extensive experiments on two benchmark
datasets conclusively demonstrate our pro-
posed ADACQR significantly outperforms ex-
isting methods, establishing its superiority in
performance.

2 Related Work

2.1 Conversational Search

Conversational search improves traditional infor-
mation retrieval by using iterative, multi-turn inter-
actions to address the complex information needs
of user (Gao et al., 2023). A key challenge is
understanding the the implicit intent of user, re-
quiring attention to both the current query and its
historical context. Two main approaches to this
problem are conversational dense retrieval (CDR)
and conversational query reformulation (CQR).

CDR (Qu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021; Lin et al.,
2021b) aims to improve the representation of the
current query along with its historical context by
training dense retrievers. Recent advancements
in CDR have focused on mitigating the influence
of irrelevant historical contexts (Kim and Kim,
2022; Mo et al., 2023b, 2024; Chen et al., 2024)
and enhancing interpretability (Mao et al., 2023b;
Cheng et al., 2024). However, this approach incurs
additional training costs and lacks the adaptability
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to sparse retrieval systems like BM25 (Robertson
et al., 2009).

Conversely, CQR (Elgohary et al., 2019) con-
centrates on decontextualizing the query of user
into a stand-alone query suitable for use with off-
the-shelf retrievers. Numerous prior studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of CQR by utilizing
human annotations in supervised methods (Lin
et al., 2020a; Yu et al., 2020; Vakulenko et al.,
2021) and integrating query expansion models (Mo
et al., 2023a). However, human-annotated labels
are costly and reported to be sub-optimal (Lin et al.,
2021b; Wu et al., 2022). In the era of LLMs, sev-
eral studies have utilized LLMs to generate query
reformulations directly (Ye et al., 2023; Mao et al.,
2023a) and obtain reformulation labels for distilla-
tion (Jang et al., 2023; Yoon et al., 2024).

This paper focuses on conversational query refor-
mulation, proposing a novel framework ADACQR
to align with term-based and semantic-based re-
trieval systems. To overcome the limitations of
human annotation, we also developed two effective
methods for obtaining superior labels and diverse
input candidates.

2.2 Aligning LMs using Feedback
Aligning language models with feedback involves
adjusting their behavior and outputs based on eval-
uation feedback (Wang et al., 2023), employing
various reward learning methodologies to provide
accurate supervised signals (Schulman et al., 2017;
Rafailov et al., 2023).

Recent studies have enhanced conversational
query reformulation by aligning language models
with retriever feedback (Jang et al., 2023; Yoon
et al., 2024). Jang et al. (2023) achieve the align-
ment through minimizing Bayes Risk based on
semantic similarity between the query and the
gold passage. Yoon et al. (2024) leverages LLMs
to generate numerous reformulations via multi-
perspective prompting, creating binarized compar-
isons based on retriever feedback and optimizing
the reformulation model using DPO (Rafailov
et al., 2023). However, previous methods strug-
gle with the high cost of generating reformulations
with LLMs (Yoon et al., 2024), or the instability
of MBR (Jang et al., 2023; Finkelstein and Freitag,
2023).

In contrast, our framework utilizes a contrastive
loss (Liu et al., 2022) to achieve alignment with
retrievers. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to employ the language model as a reference-

free evaluation model to align retrievers, thereby
enhancing stability and reducing complexity.

3 Method

3.1 Task Formulation

The conversational search task discussed in this
paper involves finding the passage most relevant
to the intent of user from a large collection of pas-
sages C, given the current query of the user and
historical context. To achieve this goal, the CQR
task is proposed to utilize a language model Gθ to
condense the current query qk and historical con-
text Hk−1 = {qi, ri}k−1

i=1 into a stand-alone query
Q̂k, where qi and ri denote the query and system
answer of the i-th turn conversation, with k indicat-
ing the current turn. This decontextualized query
Q̂k is subsequently input into an off-the-shelf re-
trieval system R, which returns a ranked list of the
top-k relevant passages.

For the sake of convenience, we define the CQR
task as the problem P = {q,H}, where q repre-
sents the current query of user and H denotes the
historical context. The task is to generate a refor-
mulated query Q̂, as discussed in the following
sections.

3.2 Overall framework

Our framework begins to leverage LLM to gener-
ate superior reformulation labels Q⋆ via few-shot
learning (§3.4), where we select representative ex-
amples and implicitly guide LLM to generate labels
that meet the needs of retrievers. Subsequently, we
employ a two-stage training strategy using these
labels to align the reformulation model with the
retrievers. In the first stage, we train the reformula-
tion model with a cross-entropy loss Lg to acquire
the basic ability to generate reformulation queries
using the superior Q⋆. (§3.5.1). Afterwards, we
use this model to create a diverse set S, including
candidate queries C(1), · · · , C(n) (§3.5.2). These
candidates are then evaluated through sparse and
dense retrieval, assessing their performance from
both term-based and semantic-based perspectives.
We utilize a proposed fusion metric (§3.3) to syn-
thesize these evaluations and obtain the relative
order of the candidates. In the second stage, lever-
aging the relative order of the candidates, we apply
a contrastive loss Lc (§3.5.3) to achieve alignment
between the reformulation model and the retrievers,
where the reformulation model is treated as an eval-
uation model. The overall framework is depicted

3
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Figure 2: The framework of the proposed ADACQR. A two-stage training is employed, where Stage 1 involves
minimizing generation loss Lg, followed by Stage 2 employing contrastive loss Lc. The evaluation score is a
distribution vector defined in Eq. (7).

in Figure 2.

3.3 Fusion Metric for Sparse and Dense
Retrieval

A good information-seeking query must have pre-
cise term overlap and high semantic similarity be-
tween the document and the query to generalize
well across sparse and dense retrieval (Luan et al.,
2021).

To measure the generalization ability of the re-
formulation queries, we input them into sparse
and dense retrieval systems and assess their perfor-
mance based on the ranking of the corresponding
gold passages, as illustrated in the central part of
Figure 2.

In sparse retrieval, the inverted index is con-
structed using the sparse vectors of the transformed
documents. The query is then tokenized into terms
and matches passage based on term overlap. In con-
trast, dense retrieval involves creating a vectorized
index using the dense vectors of the transformed
documents. Subsequently, the query is converted
into an embedding by the encoder, and the passage
is searched based on semantic similarity.

Leveraging the performance of the reformula-
tion query in both retrieval systems, we propose a
fusion metric to evaluate the performance of refor-
mulation query Q̂ more comprehensively, similar
to reciprocal rank fusion (Cormack et al., 2009):

M(Q̂, d) =
rs(Q̂, d) + rd(Q̂, d)

rs(Q̂, d)× rd(Q̂, d)
(1)

where Q̂ is a reformulation query, d is the gold pas-
sage. rs(q, d) and rd(q, d) represent the rank of the

gold passage d within the sparse and dense retrieval
results for query q, respectively. The ranking rs and
rd starts from 1, indicating the highest-ranked pas-
sage. Based on Eq (1), a larger M(Q̂, d) indicates
better generalization performace for reformulation
query Q̂ on sparse and dense retrieval systems.

3.4 Superior Reformulation Annotation

To mitigate the dependency on costly and sub-
optimal human-annotated reformulation labels, we
utilize LLMs to generate superior reformulation
labels, offering a more robust foundation for our
framework.

Our intuitive approach to obtaining superior re-
formulation labels is to convey the LLMs of the
characteristics of an effective query reformulation
for retrieval. However, defining a good reformula-
tion query or providing explicit instructions for gen-
erating one that meets the needs of retrievers poses
significant challenges. Leveraging excellent in-
context learning capabilities of LLMs (Brown et al.,
2020; Dong et al., 2022), we propose a prompt-
ing strategy that implicitly selects representative
demonstrations and guides LLMs to generate refor-
mulation labels aligned with the requirements of
retrieval systems.

Our method begins with a vanilla generative
model Gπ with basic query reformulation ability.
We employ Gπ to generate a reformulation candi-
dates set Sπ = {C(1), C(2), · · · , C(n)} for each the
reformulation problem P = {q,H}, on the valida-
tion set. To select representative demonstrations,
we use a score R̂ to describe the difficulty of the

4



query reformulation problem P:

R̂ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

[M(C(i), d)−
1

n

n∑
j=1

M(C(j), d)]
2 (2)

where C(i) is a reformulation candidate generated
by Gπ, and d is the corresponding gold passage
for reformulation problem P . The metric M(·) is
defined according to Eq. (1).

Subsequently, we selected the top-m reformula-
tion problems exhibiting the highest R̂ scores from
the validation set. For each selected reformula-
tion problem P = {q,H}, we identified the best
and worst reformulation candidates from set Sπ

based on the metric in Eq. (1). These candidates
denoted as Cbest and Cworst, serve to implicitly
guide the LLMs in generating labels aligned with
the needs of the retrieval system, inspired by con-
trastive learning (Paranjape et al., 2021; He et al.,
2022). We then concatenate the demonstration
P = (q,H, Cbest, Cworst) and task instruction I to
form the final prompt D = I ||P1|| · · · ||Pm, where
|| donates concatenation. Finally, we employed the
LLM to obtain the superior reformulation labels
Q⋆ through in-context learning. The details for the
annotation are presented in Appendix D.

3.5 Align LMs with Retrievers
After getting superior reformulation labels using
a defined fusion metric, we can align LMs with
retrievers through two-stage training. The reformu-
lation model serves as a standard generation model
at the training stage 1. (§3.5.1) Then we develop
a method to generate multiple candidate queries
using this trained model. (§3.5.2) By learning the
relative order of these candidates, we implicitly
guide the language model to generate queries that
meet the requirements of the retrievers. Lastly, in
training stage 2, the reformulation model serves
both as a generation model using cross-entropy
loss and a reference-free evaluation model using
contrastive loss to achieve alignment. (§3.5.3)

3.5.1 Training Stage 1 for Initialization
In the first training stage, we train a language model
using the superior reformulation labels to endow it
basic capability of query reformulation. To encour-
age more diverse generation results, a label smooth
cross-entropy loss is used:

L1 = Lg =

l∑
j=1

∑
x

ps(x | P, Q⋆
<j) log pGθ (x | P, Q⋆

<j ; θ)

(3)

where P is the reformulation problem including
current query q and historical context H, Q⋆

<j is
the first j tokens of the reformulation label Q⋆. ps
is a label smooth distribution, defined as follows:

ps(x | P, Q⋆
<j) =

{
1− β x = Q⋆

j
β

N−1 x ̸= Q⋆
j

(4)

where β is the probability mass parameter, and N
is the size of the dictionary. Now we have a trained
language model Gθ using cross-entropy loss, which
can be used for candidate generation and serves as a
reference-free evaluation model during the training
at stage 2.

3.5.2 Candidates Generation for Alignment
To efficiently generate a variety of candidates, we
utilized Diverse Beam Search (Vijayakumar et al.,
2016), an extension of the beam search strategy
designed to generate a more diverse set of beam
sequences for selection. Formally, given trained
language model Gθ and reformulation problem P ,
we generate candidates set S = {C(1), · · · , C(n)}
with diverse beam search, where C(i) is the can-
didate of reformulation query, n is the number of
candidates.

To align the retrievers from both term-based
and semantic-based perspectives with the language
model, we define the relative rank order as im-
plicitly supervised signals, utilizing the metric pro-
posed in Eq.(1), which simultaneously considers
both types of retrievers, as follows:

C(i) ≻ C(j) ⇐⇒ M(C(i), d) > M(C(j), d) (5)

where d is the gold passage of reformulation prob-
lem P .

For reformulation problem P , we now have can-
didates set S = {C1, · · · , Cn} and their relative
rank order C1 ≻ C2 ≻ · · · ≻ Cn, where Ci repre-
sents the i-th candidate in the sorted order.

3.5.3 Training Stage 2 for Alignment
Now we have sorted candidates S and trained
model Gθ to perform training at stage 2. Lever-
aging the candidates set S and their relative rank
order C1 ≻ C2 ≻ · · · ≻ Cn, a contrastive loss
(Liu et al., 2022) for alignment:

Lc =
n∑

i=1

∑
j>i

max(0, f(Cj)−f(Ci)+(j−i)×λ)

(6)
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where j and i are the rank order in the candidates,
and λ is the margin parameter. f(C) represents
the length-normalized estimated log-probability,
where the language model serves as a reference-
free evaluation model:

f(C) =
1

|C|α
l∑

t=1

log pGθ
(ct | P, C<t; θ) (7)

where |C| and l is the length of candidate, ct is the
generated t-th token given reformulation problem
and previous t − 1 tokens, and α is the length
penalty parameter.

To ensure the stability of the training process,
we employed a multi-task learning loss function,
where the language model served as both a genera-
tion model and an evaluation model:

L2 = Lg + γLc (8)

where γ is the weight of the contrastive loss.

4 Experiments

Datasets We train and evaluate our model using
two widely utilized conversational search datasets:
QReCC (Anantha et al., 2021) and TopiOCQA
(Adlakha et al., 2022). The details of these datasets
are shown in Appendix B.1.

Retrieval Systems Following prior works in the
CQR task (Wu et al., 2022; Mo et al., 2023a;
Jang et al., 2023; Yoon et al., 2024), we evalu-
ate ADACQR using sparse and dense retrieval sys-
tems2. The sparse retrieval system used is BM25
(Robertson et al., 2009). For dense retrieval, we
use ANCE (Xiong et al., 2020), trained on the MS
MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) retrieval task.

Baselines In our study, we compare ADACQR
with the following representative baselines in the
CQR task: (1) T5QR (Lin et al., 2020b) is a
vanilla baseline that utilizes the T5-base (Raffel
et al., 2020) model to perform CQR tasks. (2)
CONQRR (Wu et al., 2022) aligns the reformu-
lation model with retrievers through direct opti-
mization using reinforcement learning. (3) Con-
vGQR (Mo et al., 2023a) enhances retrieval perfor-
mance by employing two generative models, one
for query reformulation and the other for query ex-
pansion. (4) InfoCQR (Ye et al., 2023) employs

2We do not fine-tune the retrievers within our framework,
thus excluding consideration of such CDR work in baselines.

ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022) to conduct query re-
formulation via a “rewrite-then-edit” process. (5)
IterCQR (Jang et al., 2023) achieves alignment
by minimizing Bayes Risk based on the semantic
similarity between the query and the gold passage.
(6) RETPO (Yoon et al., 2024) utilizes large lan-
guage models to generate multiple reformulations
through multi-perspective prompting, creates bina-
rized comparisons based on retriever feedback, and
optimizes LLaMA2-7B (Touvron et al., 2023) us-
ing direct preference optimization (DPO) (Rafailov
et al., 2023).

The details regarding implementation and eval-
uation metrics are provided in the Appendix C
and Appendix B.2, respectively.

4.1 Main Results
To evaluate the efficacy of our framework, we
conducted comprehensive experiments on the
QReCC and TopicOCQA datasets, employing the
ADACQR model trained individually on each
dataset, presented in Table 1. We consider three
kinds of backbones as baselines: the T5-based, the
LLaMA2-7B-based, and the ChatGPT-based. The
results demonstrate that ADACQR significantly
outperforms previous models utilizing T5-base as
the backbone. Furthermore, ADACQR exceeds
the performance of RETPO, which uses LLaMA2-
7B as the backbone, in both the QReCC and the
dense retrieval section of TopiOCQA, underscor-
ing the effectiveness of our approach. Addition-
ally, the enhanced performance of RETPO is at-
tributed to the inherently strong common-sense rea-
soning capabilities of the backbone model. To a
fair comparison with RETPO, we employed the
vanilla LLaMA2-7B, generating potential answers
or keywords as query expansions for reformulation
queries. ADACQR with query expansion achieves
results comparable to RETPO in sparse retrieval on
the TopiOCQA, while significantly outperforming
RETPO in other settings. Specifically, ADACQR
with expansion shows superior performance in
dense retrieval on the TopiOCQA, attaining the
best MRR (38.5), NDCG (37.6), R@10 (58.4), and
R@100 (75.0).

These results underscore the efficacy and gen-
eralizability of ADACQR in enhancing retrieval
performance across different retrieval systems.

4.2 Ablation Study
In this study, we employ a contrastive loss to align
the retrievers. We also introduce a fusion metric

6



TopiOCQA QReCC
Type Query Reform. MRR NDCG R@10 R@100 MRR NDCG R@10 R@100

Sp
ar

se
(B

M
25

)
Human Rewrite - - - - 39.8 36.3 62.7 98.5

T5QR (T5-base) 11.3 9.8 22.1 44.7 33.4 30.2 53.8 86.1
CONQRR (T5-base) - - - - 38.3 - 60.1 88.9
IterCQR (T5-base) 16.5 14.9 29.3 54.1 46.7 44.1 64.4 85.5
InfoCQR (ChatGPT) - - - - 49.4 - 67.1 88.2
ConvGQR (T5-base)† 12.4 10.7 23.8 45.6 44.1 41.0 64.4 88.0
RETPO (LLaMA2-7B)† 28.3 26.5 48.3 73.1 50.0 47.3 69.5 89.5
ADACQR (Ours, T5-base) 17.8 15.8 34.1 62.1 52.4 49.9 70.9 91.0

+Expansion† 28.3 26.5 48.9 71.2 55.1 52.5 76.5 93.7

D
en

se
(A

N
C

E
)

Human Rewrite - - - - 38.4 35.6 58.6 78.1

T5QR (T5-base) 23.0 22.2 37.6 54.4 34.5 31.8 53.1 72.8
CONQRR (T5-base)‡ - - - - 41.8 - 65.1 84.7
IterCQR (T5-base) 26.3 25.1 42.6 62.0 42.9 40.2 65.5 84.1
ConvGQR (T5-base)† 25.6 24.3 41.8 58.8 42.0 39.1 63.5 81.8
RETPO (LLaMA2-7B)† 30.0 28.9 49.6 68.7 44.0 41.1 66.7 84.6
ADACQR (Ours, T5-base) 32.8 31.5 54.6 73.0 45.1 42.4 66.3 83.4

+Expansion† 38.5 37.6 58.4 75.0 45.8 42.9 67.3 83.8

Table 1: Evaluation results of various retrieval system types on the test sets of QReCC and TopiOCQA. The best
results among all methods are bolded, and the second-best results are underlined. † denotes the baseline involved
using query expansion. ‡ denotes the baselines utilizing another dual encoder dense retrieval. +Expansion denotes
the addition of query expansion, details in Appendix F.

QReCC
Type Query Reform. MRR R@10

Sp
ar

se

Superior labels Q⋆ 45.4 65.5

ADACQR (Ours) 52.4 70.9
w/o. Contrastive Loss 43.3 62.8
w/o. Fusion Metric 50.5 67.7
w/o. Sparse Rank 50.9 69.7
w/o. Dense Rank 51.6 70.5
w/o. Labels Q⋆ 44.9 63.7

D
en

se

Superior labels Q⋆ 40.1 60.2

ADACQR (Ours) 45.1 66.3
w/o. Contrastive Loss 38.5 58.9
w/o. Fusion Metric 42.4 63.7
w/o. Sparse Rank 43.5 64.2
w/o. Dense Rank 42.9 63.0
w/o. Labels Q⋆ 41.0 60.5

Table 2: Ablation study for each component of
ADACQR. We also report the performance of the supe-
rior labels Q⋆ which are obtained by prompting LLMs
through in-context learning, as detailed in Section 3.4.

to evaluate query performance across semantic and
term perspectives. Additionally, we leverage LLM
to obtain superior labels Q⋆ through prompting,
reducing reliance on sub-optimal and costly human
labels. To investigate the impact of each component
on the performance of ADACQR, we conducted
ablation experiments focusing on these three spe-
cific modules in Table 2. To assess the influence of
contrastive loss, we executed a single-stage train-
ing process without alignment. To determine the

effect of the fusion metric, we substituted it with
the evaluation method used in previous work (Jang
et al., 2023), which only relies on the cosine simi-
larity between the query and the gold passage. To
further investigate the effectiveness of considering
both perspectives in the fusion metric, we sepa-
rately remove sparse ranking rs and dense ranking
rd within it for analysis. To examine the impact of
superior labels Q⋆, we trained ADACQR using hu-
man rewrite labels instead. The results of these ab-
lation experiments reveal that the exclusion of any
of these modules greatly affects the performance of
ADACQR, showing the importance of these compo-
nents for ADACQR. In particular, the most notable
decline in performance occurs upon the removal
of Contrastive Loss. Its decline in performance
is followed by the impact of the labels Q⋆ and
the Fusion Metric. Removing any rank degrades
performance for both retrievers, more significantly
for the corresponding retriever. This confirms the
rationale behind considering both perspectives si-
multaneously. It is worth noting that superior labels
Q⋆ can achieve comparable performance both in
sparse and dense retrievals, which validates the
effectiveness of the proposed fusion metric and
the annotation method. The results indicate that
queries reformulated by ADACQR significantly
outperform superior labels Q⋆, demonstrating the
advantages of an aligned model in CQR.
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Topic-Concentrated Topic-Shifted
Model MRR R@10 MRR R@10

T5QR 35.2 54.4 25.2 45.1
CONQRR 41.9 63.1 25.2 45.9
IterCQR 54.4 72.4 24.9 49.7
Human Rewrite 44.0 66.7 31.8 56.7

ADACQR 66.0 82.4 34.1 58.3

Table 3: Performance of ADACQR on topic-
concentrated and topic-shifted samples on QReCC,
MRR and R@10 are reported. The result is reported on
BM25 Retrieval System.

QReCC
Coefficient(γ) MRR NDCG R@10 R@100

0 43.3 41.0 62.8 88.5
0.1 45.3 42.7 65.2 90.2
1 48.8 46.1 68.7 91.2
10 50.2 47.7 68.8 89.0
100 52.4 49.9 70.9 91.0
1000 49.4 46.7 68.6 90.7
+∞ 44.5 41.8 65.5 90.9

Table 4: ADACQR performance with different γ coeffi-
cients weighting of the contrastive loss in Eq. (8). +∞
indicates only using the contrastive loss. 0 indicates
only using the cross-entropy loss. BM25 is used as the
retriever for experiments.

4.3 Robustness to Topic Shifts in Conversation

In the conversational search task, the frequent topic
changes during the dialogue pose challenges for
CQR. To evaluate the robustness of ADACQR
in handling topic shifts, we divided the QReCC
dataset into two parts: Topic-Concentrated and
Topic-Shifted. Following previous work (Jang
et al., 2023), we determine whether a topic shift has
occurred in the current conversation by checking
if the gold passage ID associated with the current
query appears in the gold passage IDs correspond-
ing to the previous context. The results presented
in Table 3 indicate that ADACQR substantially out-
performs previous models in both parts of conver-
sations. Additionally, ADACQR exceeds human
rewrites in topic-shifted dialogues, showing the ro-
bustness of our approach in query reformulation
when addressing topic shiftings.

5 Analysis

5.1 Effect of the Multi-Task Loss

The multi-task loss defined in Eq. (8) is designed
to align with retrievers by incorporating both cross-
entropy loss and contrastive loss. We conducted
experiments with various γ coefficients, as shown
in Table 4. The results indicate that increasing γ
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Figure 3: Analysis of the aligned reformulation query
across different epochs in Stage 2 training, focusing
on the term overlap with the gold passage (DICE co-
efficient), and semantic similarity to the gold passage
(cosine similarity).

improves the performance of ADACQR within a
certain range, highlighting the crucial role of con-
trastive loss for alignment. However, the impor-
tance of cross-entropy loss is also evident: when
γ is excessively high or cross-entropy loss is omit-
ted, the performance declines. Therefore, it con-
cludes that including cross-entropy loss is essential
to prevent excessive model variation, illustrating
its necessity in the design of this multi-task loss.

5.2 Analysis of the Aligned Query

To evaluate the effectiveness of the aligned refor-
mulation queries, we analyzed the reformulation
queries across the first 5 epochs during Stage 2
training in Figure 3. We conducted analyses focus-
ing on the average term overlap and semantic sim-
ilarity between the queries and the gold passages.
The DICE Coefficient (Dice, 1945) is utilized to
assess term overlap, while cosine similarity is em-
ployed to measure semantic similarity. This anal-
ysis indicates that both term overlap and semantic
similarity between the reformulated queries and the
gold passages exhibit an increasing trend with each
epoch in Stage 2, demonstrating the effectiveness
of our method in considering both perspectives.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, to achieve alignment between
the reformulation model and both term-based
and semantic-based retrieval systems, ADACQR
is proposed to enhance the generalizability of
information-seeking queries across diverse retrieval
environments. We developed effective techniques
to acquire superior reformulation labels and gener-
ate diverse input candidates, boosting the efficiency
and robustness of the ADACQR framework. Exten-
sive experiments on two datasets demonstrate the
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superiority of ADACQR, achieving performance
comparable with the LLaMA2-7B model while us-
ing only the T5-base.

Limitations

Although ADACQR demonstrates remarkable per-
formance in experimental evaluations, it also has
several limitations.

During the ADACQR training process, we lever-
age ChatGPT for superior reformulation label anno-
tation, and our annotation prompt requires training
a basic model, which incurs additional costs and
training expenses. Furthermore, due to budget con-
straints, we did not use more powerful LLMs, such
as GPT-4 to obtain reformulation labels, although
it is obvious that employing a more powerful LLM
would yield better reformulation labels.

Although no further costs are introduced during
reformulation model inference, aligning AdaCQR
with retrievers introduces additional training time.
Furthermore, generating the sorted candidate set
for alignment demands extra retrieval time and in-
creased storage capacity.
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A Discussion

A.1 Effectiveness of Prompt Setting

QReCC
Type Prompt Setting MRR R@10

Sp
ar

se 0-shot 36.3 54.9
3-shot (Random) 39.1 58.0
3-shot (Representative) 45.4 65.5

D
en

se 0-shot 34.5 52.6
3-shot (Random) 37.2 56.0
3-shot (Representative) 40.1 60.2

Table 5: The annotation results generated by ChatGPT
under different prompt settings on the QReCC test set.
Random denotes examples randomly chosen from the
validation set, while Representative refers to select
examples as described in Section 3.4.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the prompt de-
sign method proposed in Section 3.4, we applied
our prompt design method for reformulation label
annotation on the QReCC test set.

We compared the results with the 0-shot ap-
proach (i.e., using only the Instruction and Anno-
tated Sample parts from Table 8) and the 3-shot-
random approach (i.e., randomly selecting 3 exam-
ples from the validation set). The results are shown
in Table 5.

Based on these results, our prompt setting signif-
icantly improves performance in both sparse and
dense retrieval compared to the 0-shot and 3-shot-
random methods, showing the effectiveness of our
prompt setting.

A.2 Generalization on Out-Of-Domain (OOD)
Dataset

Sparse Dense
Model MRR NDCG MRR NDCG

ConvGQR(ID) 12.4 10.7 25.6 24.3

IterCQR(OOD) 13.7 12.2 17.8 16.4
ADACQR(OOD) 14.0 12.6 20.1 18.6

Table 6: Performance of ADACQR on out-of-
distribution dataset. We use the ADACQR model
trained on QReCC and test on TopiOCQA dataset.

To measure the generalization performance of
ADACQR, we trained the model on the QReCC
dataset and evaluated it on the TopiOCQA dataset,
with the results presented in Table 6. As indicated
by the results in Table 6, ADACQR demonstrates
superior generalization performance, outperform-
ing IterCQR in both sparse and dense Retrieval,

QReCC TopiOCQA
Train Valid Test Train Valid Test

# Digalogue 10822 769 2775 3509 720 205

# Turns 62701 800 16451 44650 800 2514
# Turns with Gold 28796 800 8209 44650 800 2514

Table 7: The statistics of QReCC and TopiOCQA
datasets.

and surpassing the in-domain model ConvCQR in
sparse retrieval.

B Experimental Details

B.1 Datasets Details

The QReCC dataset comprises 14K conversations
with 80K question-answer pairs, and we aim to re-
trieve the gold passage from a collection containing
54M passages. Conversely, the TopiOCQA dataset
includes 3.9K topic-switching conversations with
51K question-answer pairs, where the passage col-
lection is sourced from Wikipedia and contains
about 20M passages. Notably, a few examples from
the QReCC and TopiOCQA training sets were ran-
domly partitioned to create respective validation
sets. The datasets details are described in Table 7.

B.2 Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate AdaCQR’s retrieval performance using
several widely used metrics, such as Mean Recip-
rocal Rank (MRR), Normalized Discounted Cumu-
lative Gain (NDCG), Recall@10, and Recall@100.
MRR is a ranking quality metric that considers the
position of the first relevant passage among the
ranked passages. NDCG@3 evaluates the retrieval
results by considering the relevance and the rank of
the top three results. Recall@K measures whether
the gold passage is present within the top-K results.

C Implementation Details

All experiments are conducted on a server equipped
with four Nvidia GeForce 3090 GPUs.

C.1 ADACQR Details

For the implementatio of ADACQR, we use Hug-
gingface transformers library 3 and Pytorch Light-
ning 4 framework.

We use T5-base5 (Raffel et al., 2020) as the back-
bone of ADACQR. After conducting a comprehen-

3https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
4https://github.com/Lightning-AI/

pytorch-lightning
5https://huggingface.co/google-t5/t5-base
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sive grid search, we configured the number of can-
didates n = 32, the margin parameter λ = 0.1,
the weight of the contrastive loss γ = 100, the
length penalty parameter α = 0.6, and the proba-
bility mass parameter in label smooth distribution
β = 0.1. The model parameters are optimized
by the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2018).

ADACQR is trained for 10 epochs in Stage 1
with a learning rate set to 2e-5 and 8 epochs in
Stage 2 with a learning rate adjusted to 5e-6. Both
stages incorporate linear learning rate schedulers
with a warm-up ratio of 0.1.

The vanilla reformulation model Gπ in Sec-
tion 3.4 is trained on reformulation labels of the
QReCC dataset acquired by zero-shot prompting
with ChatGPT, and the prompt is shown in Ap-
pendix D. This model is trained in 10 epochs, and
the learning rate is set to 2e-5 with a linear learning
rate scheduler with a warm-up ratio of 0.1.

For candidate generation in Section 3.5.2, we
used diverse beam search with a diverse penalty of
2.0. The minimum token length for generated can-
didates is set to 8, and the maximum token length
is set to 64. For the generation of reformulation
queries, we employed beam search with a beam
size of 5, and the maximum token length is set to
64 for generated queries.

C.2 Retrieval Systems Details

We implement the retrieval systems using
Faiss (Johnson et al., 2019) and Pyserini (Lin et al.,
2021a). For BM25, as in previous work (Mo et al.,
2023a; Jang et al., 2023; Yoon et al., 2024), we set
k1 = 0.82, b = 0.68 in QReCC, and k1 = 0.9,
b = 0.4 in TopiOCQA. The k1 controls the non-
linear term frequency normalization and b is the
scale of the inverse document frequency. For
ANCE6, the maximum token length is set to 128
tokens for reformulation query and 384 tokens for
passage.

For both sparse and dense retrieval systems, we
retrieved the top 100 relevant passages for each
query and obtained the result of evaluation metrics
with pytrec_eval (Van Gysel and de Rijke, 2018).

6https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/
msmarco-roberta-base-ance-firstp

D ChatGPT Annotation Details

We use gpt-3.5-turbo-0125 (OpenAI, 2022)7 to
obtain the initial and superior reformulation labels
via zero-shot and few-shots prompting.

For initial reformulation labels of Gπ, we use the
“Instruction” and “Annotated Sample” parts shown
in Table 8, i.e., zero-shot.

For superior reformulation labels for ADACQR,
we utilize the top-3 most challenging demonstra-
tions (i.e., m = 3) for the QReCC dataset and
the top-5 most challenging demonstrations (i.e.,
m = 5) for the TopiOCQA dataset, i.e., few-shots.
The prompts to annotate the QReCC dataset and
the TopiOCQA dataset are shown in Table 8 and
Table 9, respectively.

To encourage a more deterministic output, we
set the temperature to 0.1 and seed is set to 42 for
reproductivity. The total consumption to annotate
QReCC and TopiOCQA datasets for initial and
superior reformulation labels is about 151M tokens,
which cost about 120$.

E Case Study

In this section, we present several examples of how
ADACQR succeeded or failed on the QReCC and
TopiOCQA datasets.

Table 12 demonstrates a case where ADACQR
successfully retrieved the gold passage through
query rewriting, whereas human rewrites failed,
showing the superiority of ADACQR over human
rewrites. After being written by ADACQR, the
query is decontextualized, resulting in overlaps
while concurrently offering more specific informa-
tion. This enhanced specificity aids the retriever
toward the most relevant passages effectively. Ad-
ditionally, in Tables 13 and 14, we also show ex-
amples of how the ADACQR and ADACQR with
Expansion models successfully retrieved the gold
passage.

F Query Expansion Details

For query expansion, we leverage
LLaMA2-7B-Chat8 as the backbone for a fair
comparison with prior work (Yoon et al., 2024).
The query expansion process involves directly
answering the given query (Mo et al., 2023a)
and generating relevant keywords (Jagerman

7https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-3-5-turbo

8https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/
Llama-2-7b-chat-hf
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et al., 2023). Then the reformulation queries are
concated with the generated answers and keywords
for retrieval. The prompts employed for query
expansion are presented in Table 10 and Table 11.

vLLM framework (Kwon et al., 2023) is used for
inference, with the temperature parameter set to
0.5 and the maximum token limit set to 50 during
the generation process.
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Prompt for QReCC Annotation

Instruction

Given a question and its context, decontextualize the question by addressing coreference and
omission issues. The resulting question should retain its original meaning and be as informative
as possible, and should not duplicate any previously asked questions in the context.

Demonstrations

Context: [Q: What was Ridley Scott's directing approach to directing? A: Russell Crowe
commented about Ridley Scott's directing, I like being on Ridley's set because actors can
perform and the focus is on the performers. Q: Were there others who commented about Scott's
approach as a director and producer? A: Charlize Theron praised the Ridley Scott's willingness
to listen to suggestions from the cast for improvements in the way their characters are portrayed
on screen. Q: What was Ridley Scott's style? A: In Ridley Scott's visual style, he incorporates a
detailed approach to production design and innovative, atmospheric lighting Q: How did that
translate into his films? A: In his movies, Ridley Scott commonly uses slow pacing until the
action sequences. Q: What popular movies did he take this approach and use this style? A:
Examples of Ridley Scott's directing style include Alien and Blade Runner.]
Question: Is there anything else interesting about his style?
Good Rewrite: Is there anything else interesting about Ridley Scott's style besides his slow
pacing until the action sequences?
Bad Rewrite: is there anything else interesting about Ridley Scott's directing style?

Context: [Q: What was the health issues did Bad Brains frontman H.R. have? A: On March 15,
2016, Bad Brains frontman H.R. was reportedly diagnosed with a rare type of headache called
Short−lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT
syndrome) Q: Was there anything to cure it? A: As diagnostic criteria have been indecisive and
its pathophysiology remains unclear, no permanent cure is available for short−lasting unilateral
neuralgiform headache with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT syndrome) Q: Are there
any other interesting aspects about this article? A: On November 3, 2015, Bad Brains
announced on their Facebook page that Dr. Know (Gary Miller) was hospitalized and on life
support, after many other musicians reported so.]
Question: What did they do in 2015?
Good Rewrite: What did Bad Brains do in 2015 after Dr. Know (Gary Miller) was hospitalized
and on life support?
Bad Rewrite: What do the Bad Brains do in 2015?

<— Omit One demonstration —>

Annotated Sample

Context: [{{current_context}}]
Question: {{current_query}}
Good Rewrite:

Table 8: The prompt used to obtain QReCC annotated labels.
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Prompt for TopiOCQA Annotation

Instruction

Given a question and its context, decontextualize the question by addressing coreference and
omission issues. The resulting question should retain its original meaning and be as informative
as possible, and should not duplicate any previously asked questions in the context.

Demonstrations

Context: [Q: what is the fallacy of the argumentum ad hominem A: That it is not always
fallacious, and that in some instances, questions of personal conduct, character, motives, etc.,
are legitimate and relevant to the issue, as when it directly involves hypocrisy, or actions
contradicting the subject's words. Q: what does that last phrase mentioned above mean? A: It is
an argumentum(a quarrel; altercation) ad hominem, refers to several types of arguments, not all
are fallacious. Q: where does this phrase come from? A: The ancient Greek. Q: are there any
philosophers who have written about this? A: Yes, Greeks. Aristotle, Sextus Empiricus, John
Locke, Charles Leonard Hamblin, Douglas N. Walton. Q: who is the first mentioned person? A:
He was a Greek philosopher and polymath during the Classical period in Ancient Greece. Q: has
he written any book? A: He has written on subjects including physics, biology, zoology,
metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theatre, music, rhetoric, psychology, linguistics,
economics, politics, and government. Q: what did he theorize about dreaming? A: He explained
that dreams do not involve actually sensing a stimulus. In dreams, sensation is still involved, but
in an altered manner.He also explains that when a person stares at a moving stimulus such as the
waves in a body of water, and then look away, the next thing they look at appears to have a
wavelike motion. Q: who is the second philosopher mentioned earlier? A: Sextus Empiricus was
a Pyrrhonist philosopher and a physician mostly involved in ancient Greek and Roman
Pyrrhonism.]
Question: do his teachings/work have any similarities with buddhism?
Good Rewrite: do sextus empiricus' teachings/work have any similarities with buddhism?
Bad Rewrite: there are any similarities between the philosophers mentioned above and
buddhism.

Context: [Q: who was the french leader the diplomats were trying to meet with A: French
foreign minister Talleyrand Q: what was this affair about? A: Confrontation between the United
States and Republican France that led to the Quasi−War. Q: what was this confrontation about?
A: To negotiate a solution to problems that were threatening to break out into war. Q: can you
name any one who attended the previous meetings? A: Charles Cotesworth Pinckney Q: who
was he? A: He was an early American statesman of South Carolina, Revolutionary War veteran,
and delegate to the Constitutional Convention. Q: where was he born? A: Charleston, South
Carolina]
Question: what was his views regarding slaves?
Good Rewrite: what was charles cotesworth pinckney's views regarding slaves?
Bad Rewrite: whatever were carlos castellanos' views regarding slaves?

<— Omit Three Demonstrations —>

Annotated Sample

Context: [{{current_context}}]
Question: {{current_query}}
Good Rewrite:

Table 9: The prompt used to obtain TopiOCQA annotated labels.
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Prompt for Query Expansion (Answer)

Instruction

Given a question, please answer the question in a sentence. The answer should be as informative
as possible.

Demonstrations

Question: and by whom was the game the last of us established?
Answer: Andy Gavin and Jason Rubin. Naughty Dog, LLC (formerly JAM Software, Inc.) is an
American first−party video game developer based in Santa Monica, California. Founded by
Andy Gavin and Jason Rubin in 1984 as an independent developer.

Question: is chelsea a club?
Answer: Yes, chelsea is an English professional football club.

Question: is call me by your name a movie?
Answer: Yes, based on a book of the same name. Call Me by Your Name is a 2017 coming−of−
age romantic drama film directed by Luca Guadagnino. Its screenplay, by James Ivory, who also
co−produced, is based on the 2007 novel of the same name by Andr Aciman.

Question: where was alan menken born?
Answer: lan Irwin Menken was born on July 22, 1949, at French Hospital in Manhattan, to
Judith and Norman Menken.

Question: where was ulysses s. grant from?
Answer: Hiram Ulysses Grant was born in Point Pleasant, Ohio, on April 27, 1822, to Jesse
Root Grant, a tanner and merchant, and Hannah Simpson Grant.

Annotated Sample

Question: {{reformulation_query}}
Answer:

Table 10: The prompt for query expansion by directly answering the question.

Prompt for Query Expansion (Keywords)

Instruction

Write a few keywords for the given query.

Annotated Sample

Query: {{reformulation_query}}
Keywords:

Table 11: The prompt for query expansion by giving keywords.
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Conversation:
Q1: What was the Securities Act of 1933?
A1: The Securities Act of 1933 has two basic objectives: To require that investors receive financial
and other significant information concerning securities being offered for public sale; and. To prohibit
deceit, misrepresentations, and other fraud in the sale of securities.
Q2: What is exempt from it?
A2: However, there are exempt securities, under Section 4 of the Securities Act of 1933. These
securities are financial instruments that carry government backing and typically have a government or
tax-exempt status
Q3: Why was it needed?
A3: The act took power away from the states and put it into the hands of the federal government. The
act also created a uniform set of rules to protect investors against fraud.
Q4: What was the reason for creating the 1934 act?
A4: The SEA of 1934 was enacted by Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration as a response to the
widely held belief that irresponsible financial practices were one of the chief causes of the 1929 stock
market crash.
Q5: What is the largest securities exchange in the world?
A5: The New York Stock Exchange founded on May 17, 1792, is the world’s biggest stock exchange
in trader value and has a capitalization of $19.223 Trillion USD.
Original Query: How and when when was it created? (rank: Not Found)

Human Rewrite: How and when was the largest securities exchange in the world created? (rank: Not
Found)

ADACQR(Ours): How and when was the Securities Act of 1933 created? The New York Stock
Exchange founded on May 17, 1792? (rank: 2)

Table 12: Case study on QReCC (id: 8_6) when using BM25. The underline part shows the decontextualized
information in the reformulation query. We do not show the gold passage of this case because it is too long.
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Conversation:
Q1: when did the first episode of sesame street air?
A1: 10 November 1969.
Q2: is it a series?
A2: Yes, an educational children’s television series.
Q3: is the series still running?
A3: Yes, it is on its second run.
Q4: when was the pilot episode done?
A4: July 1969.
Q5: is it a puppet show?
A5: Yes.
Q6: name a few characters from the series?
A6: Human characters included Susan and muppet characters included Elmo.
Q7: can you name more muppet characters?
A7: Big Bird and Oscar the Grouch.
Q8: how do the latter look like?
A8: He has a green body with no visible nose.
Q9: does the muppet perform any oscar related play?
A9: UNANSWERABLE
Q10: who performed the aforementioned bird muppet?
A10: It was performed by Caroll Spinney till his retirement.
Q11: who is he by profession?
A11: He was an American puppeteer, cartoonist, author and speaker.
Original Query: did he do comics too? (rank: Not Found)

ADACQR(Ours): did Caroll Spinney do Caroll comics? (rank: 1)

Gold Passage: Caroll Spinney Comics and cartoons While in the Air Force, Spinney wrote and
illustrated "Harvey", a comic strip about military life. He also animated a series of black-and-white
cartoons called "Crazy Crayon".

Table 13: Successful case study on TopiOCQA (id: 16_12) when using BM25. The underline part shows the
decontextualized information in the reformulation query.
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Conversation:
Q1: does callie baby die in season 7 episode 18?
A1: No.
Q2: who plays the character mentioned above?
A2: Sara Ramirez.
Q3: apart from acting, does she have a career in any other profession?
A3: She is a singer and songwriter.
Q4: name some of her songs ?
A4: Silent Night.
Q5: what is the significance of the above song?
A5: It is a popular Christmas carol.
Q6: who has written it?
A6: Joseph Mohr
Q7: the above mentioned episode is from which series?
A7: "Grey’s Anatomy"
Q8: name some characters of it.
A8: Meredith Grey, Alex Karev, Miranda Bailey and Richard Webber
Q9: what is the real name of the third character mentioned in the above list?
A9: Chandra Wilson
Q10: which movie did she debute in?
A10: "Philadelphia"
Original Query: what was it about? (rank: Not Found)

ADACQR: what was the movie "Philadelphia" about? (rank: Not Found)

AdaCQR + Expansion: what was the movie "Philadelphia" about? Philadelphia is a 1993 American
drama film directed by Jonathan Demme and starring Tom Hanks and Denzel Washington. The
movie tells the story of Andrew Beckett, a gay lawyer who is fired from his job because of his sexual
orientation, and his subsequent fight for justice and equality in the legal system. Philadelphia, movie,
Tom Hanks, Denzel Washington, AIDS, discrimination, lawsuit. (rank: 1)

Gold Passage: Philadelphia (film) Introduction Philadelphia is a 1993 American legal drama film
written by Ron Nyswaner, directed by Jonathan Demme and starring Tom Hanks and Denzel Washing-
ton. It was one of the first mainstream Hollywood films to acknowledge HIV/AIDS, homosexuality,
and homophobia. For his role as Andrew Beckett, Hanks won the Academy Award for Best Actor at
the 66th Academy Awards, while the song "Streets of Philadelphia" by Bruce Springsteen won the
Academy Award for Best Original Song. Nyswaner was also nominated for the Academy Award for
Best Original Screenplay, but lost to Jane Campion for "The Piano".

Table 14: Successful case study with query expansion on TopiOCQA (id: 55_11) when using BM25. The part and
the part represent the answers and keywords generated by LLM, respectively. These components furnish additional
information that assists the retriever in enhancing its performance.
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